TRACK & TRACE, FLEET MANAGEMENT & ANTI-THEFT SYSTEM

PROTECT AND MANAGE YOUR FLEET
WITH TRACKING

The GeoTracer Track & Trace system is the optimal solution for managing and securing your fleet!
In addition, we offer various options with clear reporting for a simplified administration.

CLEAR AND
EFFICIENT

LESS THAN

YOUR BENEFITS

0,50 EURO*
PER DAY

Do you also waste too much time getting an

Convenient overview of your fleet on a map

overview of your fleet, and are you making

In our user-friendly application you get a global overview of
the locations of all your vehicles on a map in real time. In addition,
you can always consult the history of the routes travelled per vehicle.

unnecessary costs in the meantime? Increase
your efficiency thanks to the GeoTracer Track &
Trace system: you will always know where each

Clear reports

one of your vehicles is! In our user-friendly

Through our application you get access to clear reports in Excel or pdf
about the use of the vehicle: a clear history of the distance travelled,
the speed driven, stops, weekend use... With these data you can easily
verify the Kilometre Charge and/or demonstrate that the vehicle is only
used for professional purposes (see BIK tax).

application you can consult a global overview
in real time, as well as the route history.
Moreover, you can make a seperation between
the use of the vehicle for work and the use

Alarm notification in case of theft

for private life, and it is possible to verify the

Your fleet is also secured against theft, thanks to our solution. You can
set the parameters for the alarms yourself. In case of an alarm situation
you will be informed by SMS and/or e-mail (several types of alarms are
configurable).

Kilometre Charge.

Additional options possible
In addition to Track & Trace, you can choose additional registrations
that simplify your administration. Some examples: mobility calculation,
time registration, temperature registration, remote tranmission of
tachograph data, analysis of driving style (eco driving), and so on.
per vehicle, including hardware, installation and subscription fee (price calculated based on 60-month contract)

*

CONTACT US FOR FURTHER INFORMATION AND/OR AN OBLIGATION-FREE DEMO
GeoTracer - Gaverlandstraat 73 - 9031 Drongen - T +32 9 335 61 35 - F +32 9 270 32 69 - info@geotracer.be
WE MANAGE & PROTECT YOUR FLEET - TRAILER - GOODS

WWW.GEOTRACER.BE

